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INJECTIVE MODULES UNDER FLAT BASE CHANGE

HANS-BJjORN FOXBY

ABSTRACT.   It is proved that an injective module after a flat change

of base is of pointwise finite injective dimension if and only if all the

fibers at points associated to the injective module are Gorenstein rings

(or trivial).

Notation.   Throughout this note /: A —> B  will be an homomorphism of

commutative noetherian rings A and B (with identities; /(1)= 1) making B

into a flat A-module.

For a prime ideal fO in A (respectively a prime ideal q in B) we will write

¿(£)= (A/£) ®A Av    (respectively l(q) = (ß/q) ®ß Bq ).   Let F(fO) denote

the fiber of / at p; that is  F(f0) = k(\S) ®A B (= B^/^Bp where Bp = B ®A Ap).

The prime ideals in  FCp) ate of the form   q'= qF(£) where q is a prime ideal

in S lying over £, and we will write  C(q) = F(\S) <,' = ¿(^) ®^ B<, .

Finally  id„ M = the injective dimension of the B-module M (id    0 = - 1).

The aim of this note is to prove the following result.

Theorem 1.   // E is an injective A-module, then

idB(E ®A  B)=  sup   idF(o)F(0
Ass£

where the supremum is taken over all prime ideals \i in A associated to E.

Remark.   The proof of the above result uses the main idea in the follow-

ing theorem, which is Proposition 9.6 of Hartshorne [5, p. 297] (and the first

paragraph of its proof).   We include this result here to provide examples of

flat base changes with nice fibers, and thereby applications of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2 (Hartshorne).   // A is a Gorenstein ring, then the following

three statements are equivalent:

(i) B is a Gorenstein ring.

(ii) For all ^ which are maximal among the contracted prime ideals in

A the fiber F(\i) is a Gorenstein ring.
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(iii) For all \i in Spec A the fiber is either a Gorenstein ring or trivial.

A corresponding result for dualizing (or Gorenstein) complexes follows

from essentially the same proof.

Now, assume that B is Gorenstein while A is not necessarily Goren-

stein.   Then for q in SpecB we have that A    A   is Gorenstein (since AqnA—>

Bq  is local and thereby faithfully flat).   Therefore we have the following

result.

Corollary. // B is a Gorenstein ring then all the fibers are Gorenstein

rings or trivial.

Example 1.   Let  B = A[[T]] and assume that A is a homomorphic image

of a Gorenstein ring (say R).   Then all the fibers are Gorenstein rings (since

the fibers of R —> R[[t]] ate).   And dimF(}o)< max(l, dim(A/£)).

Example 2.  Let B = A, the completion of A w.r.t. an ideal b.   The fibers

of (ii) in Theorem 2 above are of the form A/m where m is a maximal ideal

containing b.   Therefore if A is a homomorphic image of a Gorenstein ring,

then all the fibers of A —»A   are Gorenstein rings or trivial.   dimF(^)<

max(0, dim(A/p) - 1).

The proof of Theorem 1 starts with two easy lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let M be any module over a noetherian, commutative ring R

and let x be an integer, x < idR M (< oc). Then there exists a prime ideal V

in R such that Ext* (KA, M)t 4 0.

Proof.  Let V be maximal among the ideals i in R with ExtxR(R/i, M) 4 0.

Since R is noetherian there exists a chain 0= IV.CiV, C-"C N     , CrV   =
o l u— l u

R/v of submodules of R/v and prime ideals   V., — , V   in R such that

N -/N .   , ~ R/v. fot all i.   Hete each  V. contains V and Ext* (-, M) is a
7       z— 1 z z R

half-exact functor, so by the maximality of "C we conclude that V is equal to

one of the V.'s, that is V is a prime ideal.   Now, if r £ R - V then there is

an exact sequence

0 = Ext* (R/(v + (r)), M) — Ext£ {R/v, M) -1- Ext^ {R/v, M).

This shows that the set of zero-divisors on Ext^(#A, M) is contained

in V.   In particular, Ext^(#A, M)t 4 0 as desired.

Lemma 2.   Let  (R, m, ¿) and (S, n, /) be noetherian, local rings and let

g: R —» S be a flat, local ring homomorphism.   Then for an injective R-module

E we have isomorphisms
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Ext* (/, HomR (¿, F)   ®R S) = Ext*. (/, E   ®R S)    for x > 0

where  C = S/rnS.

Proof.   This follows from the spectral sequence of Hartshorne [5, p.

297].   This spectral sequence was also the key in the proof of Theorem 2.

Another way to prove the lemma is the following: Let /'be an S-injective

resolution of E ®D S.   Now, since  Ext*(C, F ®D 5)= Ext*(¿, E) ®n S = 0

for x > 0 we conclude that  Homc(C, /") is a C-injective resolution of

HomR(C, E ®R S)= HomR(¿, F) ®R S,     so   from   the   identity

Homc(/, Homs(C, /")) = Homs(Z, T)

the result follows by passing to cohomology.

Proof of Theorem 1.  Since A is noetherian we can assume that E =

E . (A/\S) where ^ is a prime ideal in A.   We are then required to show that

idB(F   ®AB) = idpwF{$.

Proof of <•   Let x < id„(E O     B) and choose, by Lemma 1, a prime

ideal qin B such that Ext* (B/q, F ®A B)q4 0.

Write S = Bq and R = AqnA, so C = S/(q O A)S, 1= l(q), and k = ¿(q n A).

Then Ext*(/, E ®A S) = Ext*j(ß/q, E ®A B)q4 0, and therefore, in particu-

lar, (E ® , R) ®D S = F ® . S 4 0.   This shows Ea   . = E ®„ R ¿ 0, and

hence  if ilA > )3 and E = F_       is an injective R-module.   By Lemma 2 we

have

(*) Ext* (/, HomR (¿, E)  ®R S) = Ext* (/, E   ®R S) 4 0

and hence, in particular HomA(A/q nA,E)®A R = HomR(¿, E) 4 0; that is

q n A < £.

Now it is proved that  £= q C\A, and therefore HomR(¿, F) ®R S =

k ®   S = C.   The isomorphism (*) shows Ext* (/, C) / 0; that is idc C > x.

Since C = C(q) is a localization of F()o) (at the prime ideal  qF(^))) we have

id   .  ,F(£) > x as desired.

Proof of >.  Since  F(}0) is a noetherian ring, idF...F(^)= supidc(   .C(q)

where the supremum is taken over all prime ideals q in B lying over \i.

So let q be such a prime ideal and let x be any integer such that

dim C(q) < x < idc    ,C(q).   Then, by Lemma 2 and Bass [l], we have

Ext*   (l(q), E  ®A Bq) = Ext£(q)(/(q), C(q)) 4 0

and therefore  idß(E ®A B)>idfi   (F ®A Bq ) > x.

Example 3.  Assume that A is a homomorphic image of a Gorenstein
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ring, and let E be an injective A-module.   Then it follows from Examples 1

and 2 that we have

idA[[r]/F.   ®A A[[T]]) < max(l, dim^ E),

and

id- (E   ®A Â) < max (0, dim^ E - l).

Here, dim^E is the dimension of Supp. E   in   Spec A,  so   dim. E =

suPAss E d'^(A^-

Example 4.  Two other standard examples of homomorphisms A —> ß

with nice fibers are the following:

(a) If A —> B  is.formally smooth (cf. e.g. Matsumura [4, Chapter 28, G

and K]) then the fibers are regular rings (or trivial).

(b) If A is local and A     denotes its henselization then the fibers of

A —»A     are products of fields (cf. e.g. Raynaud [7, p. 95]).

As a corollary of Theorem 1 we obtain a slightly stronger result dealing

with an injective R-module E under a flat change of base  R —► S  where the

commutative rings R and S are not necessarily noetherian.   But E is required

to be Z-injective, that is, any direct sum of copies of E is injective, cf. e.g.

Beck L2].   Now let P denote the set of prime ideals in R  contained in an

associated prime ideal of E.   Then R is ^-noetherian in the sense of Claborn

and Fossum [3] (cf. also [2]) that is, to each ideal i in R there exists a sub-

ideal j which is finitely generated such that \Rp = i-Ru for all £> in ty.   Put

9 = iq eSpecS|q nR e 3ß}.

Corollary.   Let g: R —> S  be a flat ring homomorphism and let E be a

Z-injective R-module.   Assume that S is ^-noetherian where Q is the set of

prime ideals in S lying over a prime ideal which is contained in an ideal

from AssRE.   Then

[ds(E  ®RS)=   sup   idF(|))F($
Ass E

where F(\S) is the fiber of g at *p.

Furthermore, E ®     S has an injective resolution by Z-injective S-

modules.

Proof.   First assume that E is indecomposable, and hence  E = ER(R/$)

(cf. [2]).   In this case Q = Í q|q n R < fci, so B = Sp is noetherian.   Since

each injective B-module is a 2-injective S-module, it is clear that E ®R S =

Eh ®n S = E ®    B has an injective resolution by S-injective 5-modules.

A = R^ is a noetherian ring, E = EA(A/^A), and F(\S) is the fiber of A — B
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at joA.   The equality follows now from Theorem 1, since  id„(E ® .  B) =

idc(E ®R S).

Now back to the general case, where E is a direct sum of indecompos-

able injective   modules (cf.   [2]).   The identity follows directly from the

identity in the indecomposable case.   Furthermore each of E's indecompos-

able components has a minimal injective resolution by Z-injective modules,

and each of these is a direct sum of modules of the form  Es(S/q), q in ~i.   A

direct sum of modules of this type is again   S-injective (cf. [2]), and we are

done.

Example 5 (Beck [2]).   Let E be a nonzero S-injective R-module.   By

Claborn and Fossum [3, Theorem 3.2] R[T] is Q-noetherian, and the fiber

of R —* RIT] at "p is ¿(^))[T].   Therefore  E[T] has an injective resolution by

2-injective ^-modules and idRvT-\E[T] = 1.

Example 6 (Beck [2]).   Let E be a S-injective R-module and let R —> S

be a localization (that is "un épimorphisme plat" (cf.  Lazard 16])).   Here

all ideals in S ate extensions of ideals in R, and hence R is Q-noetherian

and all the fibers are fields or trivial.   Conclusion: E ®R S is a 2-injective

S-module.

Finally, I wish to thank R. M. Fossum for many helpful comments during

the preparation of this manuscript.
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